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Foley, Mary Ann, and Johnson, Marcia K. Confusions between Memories for Performed and Imagined Actions: A Developmental Comparison. Child Development, 1985, 56, 1145–1155. Children are often assumed to be more confused than adults are about the origin of self-generated memories (e.g., what they did or thought). The present experiments showed evidence in support of this assumption but only under some circumstances. In Experiment 1, 6- and 9-year-olds were as good as adults in distinguishing what they did from what they saw someone else do. However, children had particular trouble distinguishing what they did from what they imagined doing. Confusion between performed and imagined actions was evident across a range of actions. Clustering data also showed that information about origin is part of the memory for an event; all subjects recalled actions according to who performed what action (Experiment 1). Further, the presence of person categories as a basis for organization reduced clustering based on action class more for children than for adults (Experiment 1 vs. 2). Collectively, these findings indicate that children become sensitive to some distinctions in memories sooner than they do to others.

Many of us believe that children have more difficulty than adults do distinguishing reality and fantasy. Anecdotal reports of children's tendency to confuse their dreams with their waking lives as well as their insistence on the real existence of imaginary companions help perpetuate this notion. This hypothesized developmental trend appears in many theoretical discussions (Broughton, 1978; Brown, Brasford, Ferrara, & Campione, 1983; Flavell, Flavell, & Green, 1963; Foulkes, 1982; Freed, 1922/1953; Morison & Gardner, 1978; Piaget, 1929, 1959; Selman, 1981; Vygotsky, 1962). For example, Werner (1948) wrote that "it is characteristic of primitive mental life (at least until 6 or 7) that it reveals relatively limited differentiation of object and subject, of perception and pure feeling, of idea and action" (p. 59). According to these discussions, the lack of differentiation between object and subject and between idea and action contributes, in part, to children's proclivity to confuse reality and fantasy.

If children have trouble separating ongoing perceptions from thoughts or ongoing ideas from actions, then they should have even more difficulty distinguishing whether a past event was originally real or fabricated. Consistent with this idea, Flavell et al. (1983) recently speculated that children's tendency to tell "whoppers" may be a consequence of their failure to remember that the incidents they are reporting are based on their own fantasies (self-generated events).

Actually, there are many potential sources of confusion involving self-generated memories. Thinking about a past perceptual experience and confusing that thought with the original experience is one example (Johnson, Raye, Hasher, & Chromiak, 1979). Other types of self-generated memories may also be mistakenly attributed to a perceptual origin. For example, both children (Piaget, 1962) and adults (Johnson, Kahan, & Raye, 1984) are sometimes confused about the origins of their
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dreams. Inferential processes that elaborate ongoing perceptual experiences have memorial consequences (e.g., Bransford & Johnson, 1973), and memories based on these inferences are potentially confusible with perceptual events (Johnson, Bransford, & Solomon, 1973). Also, on occasion, adults mistakenly think that they did something that they only intended to do (e.g., lock the door) (Norman, 1981; Reason & Mycielska, 1982). As these examples show, people are sometimes confused about the origin of memories. However, while it is often assumed that children are uniformly worse than adults in all discriminations involving self-generated memories (Johnson & Foley, 1984), our work suggests that developmental differences in discrimination are limited to specific circumstances (Foley, Johnson, & Raye, 1983; Johnson, Raye, et al., 1979).

For example, Foley et al. (1983) reported that 6-year-olds were as good as adults when discriminating what they said from what they heard. Subjects of all ages found it more difficult to discriminate what they heard from what they imagined themselves saying. However, 6-year-olds were at a particular disadvantage. This inferior performance of 6-year-olds was not because this age group is generally confused about memories for imaginations. In a replication, they again had difficulty discriminating what they said from what they imagined saying, but they were able to discriminate what they heard from what they imagined saying.

On the basis of our developmental work, then, it is difficult to argue that children have a general deficit in making decisions involving self-generated memories because they were as good as adults in some conditions. Subjects from all age levels experienced more difficulty in some discrimination problems than on others, and 6-year-olds were worse only in specific circumstances.

The Reality Monitoring model developed by Johnson and Raye (1981) provides a theoretical framework for interpreting these differences between conditions and for interpreting these developmental trends. According to the model, memory representations for perceptions (e.g., what someone said) and for self-generations (e.g., what you said or thought) differ along a number of dimensions. Perceptual memories are generally more detailed and include sensory, temporal, and spatial information. On the other hand, memories for self-generations are thought to include information about the cognitive operations involved in the generation process. These differences in information about sensory features and cognitive operations could serve as the basis for decisions about whether a memory was the result of perception or generation. For example, a memory based on listening to what someone said may include more sensory information than a memory based on what one imagined oneself saying. On the other hand, a memory based on imagining oneself speak includes information associated with cognitive operations mediating the imaginations (Foley & Johnson, 1982). Thus, a memory with a great deal of sensory information and little cognitive operations information would be classified as an earlier perception.

The Reality Monitoring model also predicts that subjects would have a more difficult time differentiating what they said from what they imagined saying than they would differentiating what they heard from what they said (or thought). The former discrimination should be harder because memories for performed and imagined speech are presumably very similar (e.g., each including similar amounts of information about cognitive operations and perhaps information about the activation of motor programs); thus subjects’ ability to discriminate is decreased. The model also suggests that one reason for the large age difference in performance when subjects discriminate memories for real and imagined speech is that there may be greater overlap in memories for real and imagined speech in younger children. Perhaps for them, thinking is more like speaking, an idea consistent with Vygotsky’s (1962) view about the development of the relationship between language and thought. For example, the similarity would be greater if young children subvocalize more than adults on imagination trials, and there is evidence that young children subvocalize (Garrity, 1977). If speech and subvocalized speech produce more similar memories than do speech and imagined speech that is not subvocalized, then young children should have more trouble separating memories for speech and memories for thought than older subjects do.

Children’s difficulty distinguishing real from imagined speech may be only one of many possible instances of a more general phenomenon. MacKay (1981) has suggested that the thought processes involved in imagining actions often include aspects associated with the actual performance of those actions. If imaginal activity is typically similar to real actions, people ought to be confused about what they did and what they imagined doing,
and, in fact, they sometimes are (Anderson, 1985; Foley et al., 1983; Norman, 1981). Given that speech is a type of action, our prior findings raise the question of whether children generally have more difficulty distinguishing real from imagined actions than adults do.

It was to this possibility that the present experiments were directed. Actions such as those in a Simon Says game were used. If children's confusion in the Foley et al. (1983) studies reflects a more general lack of differentiation between memories for performed and imagined actions, then children should still be more confused than adults with the inclusion of this wider range of actions.

In addition to making origin discriminations for actions, subjects were asked to recall the actions. If information about origin is part of the memory for an event, it might well form the basis for clustering items in recall. Thus order of recall was expected to provide an additional index for comparing age groups with respect to the salience of information about origin.

**Experiment 1**

**Method**

*Overview of the design.—* There were three main conditions in Experiment 1. In the Do-Watch condition, subjects performed some actions and watched while another person performed other actions. In the Do-Pretend condition, subjects performed some actions and imagined themselves performing other actions. Finally, in the Watch-Watch condition, subjects watched two people performing actions. This latter condition was included to eliminate alternative interpretations of the performance in the Do-Pretend condition (discussed later). Subjects were selected from three age levels (6 years, 9 years, and adult). Thus, two between-subject variables were combined factorially in a 3 (age) × 3 (condition) design with 12 subjects per cell (N = 108).

*Selection of materials.—* Six-year-olds, 9-year-olds, and adults who did not participate in the main experiment were used to pretest a set of actions, some of which were used in other memory studies (Foellinger & Trabasso, 1971; Johnson, Perlmutter, & Trabasso, 1979; Lieberman & Alsbach, 1974; Minas, 1977). Those actions that were performed with considerable variability either within or between age groups were eliminated.¹

Thirty-six actions, grouped into six classes, were finally selected (see Table 1). Twenty-four of the actions listed in Table 1 (the first four in each class) were randomly assigned to one of the two types of items within each condition for the activity phase of the experiment. For example, in the Do-Pretend condition, a subject performed 12 actions and imagined performing 12 other actions. Within each type of item, an equal number of actions from each action class was assigned. Thus a subject in the Do-Pretend condition traced two objects and imagined tracing two others. Assignment of actions to item types was counterbalanced so that each action in each class occurred as often as both types of items. The last two items listed in each class in Table 1 were randomly designated as new items for subsequent memory tests. Similar assignments were made in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communicative gestures:</th>
<th>Tracing exercises:</th>
<th>Looking at objects:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shake your head yes</td>
<td>Trace over this letter A</td>
<td>Look up at the ceiling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shake your head no</td>
<td>Trace over this letter B</td>
<td>Look at the door behind you</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wave goodbye</td>
<td>Trace over this square</td>
<td>Look under the table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make a happy face</td>
<td>Trace over this circle</td>
<td>Look at the floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make a sad face</td>
<td>Trace over this letter C</td>
<td>Look at the book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clap your hands</td>
<td>Trace over this triangle</td>
<td>Look at the light switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Touching body parts:</td>
<td>Extending body parts:</td>
<td>Standing exercises (stand up and...):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Touch your nose</td>
<td>Point your toes out in front</td>
<td>Make a motion like an airplane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Touch your shoulder</td>
<td>Point your fingers out in front</td>
<td>Turn all the way around</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Touch your knee</td>
<td>Stretch your arms out to your sides</td>
<td>Do a jumping jack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Touch your elbow</td>
<td>Stretch your legs over to the side</td>
<td>Hop once with both feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Touch your stomach</td>
<td>Lean way over forward</td>
<td>Run in place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Touch your toes</td>
<td>Lean way over backward</td>
<td>Skip with one foot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Pilot data were collected as part of a senior honors thesis conducted by Kathleen McNeils, State University of New York at Stony Brook, 1981.
other two conditions. The order of occurrence of item type was random, except that both types occurred equally often in each quarter of the list; action classes were represented equally across quarters of the activity phase as well.

Procedure.—All subjects were randomly selected and assigned to one of the three major conditions and were tested individually. Each child was met by a female experimenter and accompanied to the experimental room, and if one or more female experimenters were present, the child was introduced. The instructions used in the Foley et al. (1983) studies, inviting children to play a detective game, were adapted for the present experiment. For example, in the Do-Pretend condition, a child was told: "Good detectives are very careful not to give any clues about what they are thinking. So, sometimes I will ask you to do something and other times I will ask you to pretend or imagine yourself going through the motions involved in doing something else. When you imagine yourself doing something, be careful not to give me any clues or hints about what you are pretending to do. If you sit quietly in the chair, and rest your arms in your lap, it will help you not to give me any clues." When performing and imagining actions, subjects completed actions at their own pace (children and adults performed at the same rates). There were 5 sec between the completion of one action and the initiation of the next. The instructions were modified appropriately for the other conditions and for the adult control groups, all of which were told that they were part of a developmental communication study.

Surprise memory tests.—Following the activity phase and a brief retention interval (3 min), the subject was surprised with two memory tests. First, the subject recalled the actions in any order (verbally or by doing). Then, subjects were given a discrimination test composed of all 24 actions from the activity phase plus 12 new ones, all of which were ordered randomly. For example, in the Do-Pretend condition, the experimenter read a test item, and the subject decided if it was an action that the subject performed, one the subject imagined performing, or a new action.

Subjects.—Children from two suburban schools on Long Island were represented proportionally across age levels and conditions. Their mean ages were 6-7 and 9-6. The socioeconomic and cultural backgrounds of these children (middle class) were quite similar. Subjects in the adult control groups were undergraduate volunteers at the State University of New York at Stony Brook. Males and females were represented proportionally across age groups and conditions.

Results and Discussion

This section includes a discussion of four major dependent variables: recognition (hits and false positives), discrimination, recall, and clustering. In each case, the first step was to calculate an appropriate overall analysis of variance (ANOVA). For multiple comparisons subsequent to the ANOVAs, Scheffé's test was used with the .05 level of significance. When significant interactions were found, simple main effects were conducted following the logic and procedures recommended by Kirk (1985, pp. 176-181) for holding the experimentwise error rate at the .05 level of significance.

Recognition.—To measure subjects' memory for what happened during the activity phase, responses on the discrimination test were first scored for simple recognition (hits), without regard for identification of origin, and for the number of new items incorrectly called old (false positives). A 3 (age) × 3 (condition) × 6 (action class) ANOVA on hits showed a main effect for age, F(2,99) = 4.13, \( MS_e = .55, p < .01 \), a main effect for condition, F(2,99) = 9.94, \( p < .001 \), and an interaction between age and condition, F(4,99) = 3.46, \( p < .01 \). Tests for simple main effects showed that recognition of old items was equally good for all ages in the Do-Watch condition (\( M = 22.9 \); max = 24) and the Watch-Watch condition (\( M = 21.0 \)). In contrast, in the Do-Pretend condition, recognition of old items was poorer for both 6-year-olds (\( M = 19.8 \)) and 9-year-olds (\( M = 21 \)) as compared with adults (\( M = 22 \)), F(1,99) = 181.78, and F(1,99) = 51.34, respectively.

A 3 (age) × 3 (condition) ANOVA on the false positives showed that children made more errors than adults did: the means were 1.11, .78, and .47, respectively, for the three age groups, F(2,99) = 5.86, \( p < .01 \). False positives also varied with condition: the means were 1.03, .94, and .39 for the Do-Pretend, Watch-Watch, and Do-Watch conditions, respectively, F(2,99) = 4.46, \( p < .01 \).

\(^2\) Comparisons using the error term from the overall analysis are reported here, but the results were the same using separate error terms computed only from the conditions included in the subsequent comparisons (Keppel, 1984).
Thus there were some differences in recognition performance in the three conditions, but in general, memory for occurrence was quite good (on the average, 91%). However, the important point is that these recognition scores did not correlate with discrimination performance, as the next analysis reported demonstrates.

**Discrimination performance.**—Subjects' responses on the discrimination test were scored by computing a proportion. For example, in the Do-Watch condition, the number of actions correctly identified as those performed by the subject (e.g., 11) plus the number identified as those performed by the other person (e.g., 10) was divided by the total number of actions correctly recognized as old (e.g., 23). In each condition, these proportions (e.g., \( \frac{11 + 10}{23} = .91 \)) were averaged across subjects.

There was no systematic relationship between hit rate (as reported in the last section) and discrimination performance. For example, for the 6-year-olds in the Do-Pretend condition, the correlation was .23, a non-significant value. This absence of a correlation is representative of other ages and conditions. Thus the discrimination data reported next are not simply another measure of memory for occurrence.

The discrimination scores are shown in Figure 1. A 3 (age) × 3 (condition) ANOVA showed a main effect for age, \( F(2,99) = 3.94, M_{s} = .007, p < .02 \), a main effect for condition, \( F(2,99) = 15.54, p < .001 \), and an interaction between age and condition, \( F(4,99) = 3.98, p < .01 \).

Tests for simple main effects showed that, in the Do-Watch condition, discrimination performance was quite good and comparable for all age groups (\( M = .95 \)). Although a ceiling effect might have masked developmental differences, the absence of an age trend is consistent with that reported in earlier studies with speech in which performance was not at ceiling (Foley et al., 1983). Also, there were no differences among the age groups in the Watch-Watch condition (\( M = .89 \)), where performance was significantly lower than in the Do-Watch condition, \( F(2,99) = 12.07, p < .05 \). In contrast, discrimination performance varied with age in the Do-Pretend condition, \( F(2,99) = 8.17, p < .01 \); the performance of the 6- and 9-year-olds was comparable (\( M = .80 \)), but both groups performed significantly worse than adults (\( M = .92 \), \( F(1,99) = 12.43, p < .05 \), and \( F(1,99) = 8.97, p < .05 \), respectively. In addition, for the children, discrimination performance was worse in the Do-Pretend condition than in the Watch-Watch condition, \( F(1,99) = 11.20 \).

It is important to notice that children were not at a disadvantage as compared to adults in the Watch-Watch condition. This finding shows that the children's inferior performance in the Do-Pretend condition is not due to their having difficulty with any discrimination involving events from the same general class of experience (in the Watch-Watch condition, perceptual experience, and in the Do-Pretend condition, self-generated experience).

In subsequent analyses, we examined the discrimination data in the Do-Pretend condition to see whether subjects were more

---

\(^3\)The discrimination test actually followed one free recall trial, and the test included both actions recalled and those not recalled. To assess possible effects of recall on the ability to discriminate actions, discrimination scores were computed separately for actions recalled and those not recalled. This within-subject variable was then included in an ANOVA with the other two between-subject variables (age and condition). Discrimination scores for actions recalled (\( M = .90 \)) were comparable to those discrimination scores for actions not recalled (\( M = .89 \)). The overall effects reported for age, condition, and the age × condition interaction were again significant, and there were no interactions between these and the within-subject variable (items recalled vs. items not recalled). Therefore, the results reported for Figure 1 were not contaminated by the prior recall of some items.
likely to make discrimination errors on Do or on Pretend items. That is, were subjects more likely to attribute an action to imagination or an imagination to action? In the six action classes, the only asymmetry involved tracing: subjects were more likely to say that they actually traced an object they only imagined tracing than vice versa.

Recall. A 3 (age) × 3 (condition) × 6 (action class) ANOVA was conducted on the recall scores. The data in Figure 2 are collapsed across condition because there was neither a main effect nor any interaction between condition and the other variables. The means were 10.00, 10.25, and 11.00 for the Do-Pretend, Watch-Watch, and Do-Watch conditions, respectively. There was a main effect for age, F(2,99) = 74.84, MS_e = 1.18, p < .001. Scheffé's test showed that 6-year-olds recalled fewer actions (M = 6.72) than did 9-year-olds (M = 10.25) and adults (M = 14.8), F(1,99) = 25.46, and F(1,99) = 148.92, respectively. Also, recall was lower for 9-year-olds than for adults, F(1,99) = 43.57.

Recall was greater for some action classes than for others, F(5,495) = 9.42, MS_e = 1.23, p < .001, and this effect was comparable at each age level and condition. Subsequent comparisons using Scheffé's test were made among the means for the action classes; briefly, recall of gestures (M = .77, out of 4) < extensions (M = 1.40) = touching (M = 1.45) = looking (M = 1.91) < standing (M = 2.60) = tracing (M = 2.32).

Although the action classes obviously varied in terms of the amount of effort required to produce them, they differed in a number of other ways as well (e.g., in time required to complete them, novelty, and complexity). Thus, on the basis of this one study, it is not possible to determine why action class affected recall. However, it is interesting to note that the effects of action class were different for the three dependent measures reported thus far. Recognition was not affected by action class. Discrimination performance was, but only in some conditions (Do-Pretend and Watch-Watch). (The effects of action class on discrimination performance do not require any qualifications of the results reported above.) Recall, on the other hand, was affected by action class in all conditions and in the same manner. This aspect of our findings is further evidence for the dissociation between discrimination and other measures of memory (Johnson, 1985).

Our major interest in action class in the present studies was twofold. First, it was used to assess the generality of the confusion reported in the Foley et al. (1983) studies. Second, as the next analyses show, we were interested in its potential effect on the order in which actions were recalled.

Recall order.—If information about origin (self vs. other) is part of the memory for an event, and our work suggests that it is (Foley et al., 1983; Johnson, Raye, et al., 1979), then this information might well form the basis for clustering items in recall. Our discrimination data also suggest that the cues for differentiating the self from others are available sooner than those for differentiating among different types of self-generations (e.g., performed vs. imagined actions). This led us to expect that children would be less likely than adults to cluster items by Do and Pretend categories.

Clustering scores were based on the number of times an action performed or imagined was followed in recall by an action of the same type. Intrusions were very few and therefore ignored in counting repetitions. These repetitions were then used to compute the Ratio of Repetition (RR) (Bousfield & Bousfield, 1966); the means are shown in Table 2. Clustering exceeded chance level in all conditions; the lowest obtained, t(11) = 4.44, p < .01, exceeded the critical value (2.20).

The number of subjects who recalled by performing actions rather than by naming the actions was negligible; therefore mode of recall was not included as a variable in the analyses.
TABLE 2

MEAN PROPORTION CLUSTERING RATIO OF REPETITION (RR) BY ITEM TYPE FOR EACH AGE GROUP, EXPERIMENT 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>6 Years</th>
<th>9 Years</th>
<th>Adult</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do Watch</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watch Watch</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do Pretend</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a 3 (age) × 3 (condition) ANOVA on the RR scores, there were no age differences in clustering. However, there were large differences among conditions, F(2,99) = 9.96, MS_e = .05, p < .001 (see Table 2). Clustering was higher in the Do-Watch condition (M = .64), as predicted, than in Watch-Watch (M = .43) or Do-Pretend (M = .47) conditions, respectively, F(1,99) = 60.20, and F(1,99) = 39.33, respectively. Clustering levels in these latter two conditions were equivalent.

There is another way in which subjects might have clustered their recall, and that is by action class. New RB scores were computed to assess organization in recall by the six action classes in Table 1. These scores are shown in the top half of Table 3.

Single-sample t tests indicated clustering exceeded chance (.22) in all but two cases: the 6-year-olds in the Do-Watch (M = .16) and the Watch-Watch (M = .26) conditions. A 3 (age) × 3 (condition) ANOVA showed that clustering increased with age, F(2,99) = 5.81, MS_e = .03, p < .004; 6-year-olds clustered less (M = .26) than did 9-year-olds (M = .36) and adults (M = .39). Clustering also varied with condition, F(2,99) = 3.71, p < .03; clustering was less in the Do-Watch condition (M = .28) than in the Watch-Watch (M = .33) and the Do-Pretend (M = .34) conditions.5

To summarize, the results of Experiment 1 clearly indicate that the findings reported by Foley et al. (1983) generalize to a wide range of actions. Children and adults did not differ in their ability to discriminate what they did from what someone else did or in their ability to discriminate between what two other people did. However, the children did have trouble distinguishing what they themselves did from what they only imagined doing.

For the most part, the clustering data presented a picture consistent with the discrimination scores. The organization of recall by person categories was as great for children as for adults; thus both discrimination scores and clustering indicate that the distinction between self and other or between two other people is as salient for 6-year-olds as it is for adults. Because adults' discrimination performance in the Do-Pretend condition was superior to that of the children's, we thought that the adults might be more likely to use the categories Do and Pretend to cluster recall. However, this was not the case; clustering by Do and Pretend did not vary as a function of age. Therefore, it appears that discrimination tests may be better than clustering to index the availability of some discriminative information in memory, that is, that associated with different types of self-generations.

TABLE 3

MEAN PROPORTION CLUSTERING (RR) BY ACTION CLASS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>6 Years</th>
<th>9 Years</th>
<th>Adult</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do Watch</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watch Watch</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do Pretend</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watch All</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do All</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 We computed a second measure of clustering (Adjusted Ratio of Clustering; Roenker, Thompson, & Brown, 1971) because this measure, unlike the RR measure, is not confounded with recall (Murphy, 1979). With this more conservative estimate, essentially the same pattern was obtained. The only difference was that clustering by item type was not above chance in either the Watch-Watch or the Do-Pretend conditions for any age group.
overwhelmed by the more salient person categories in the other conditions (self vs. other or two other people). Experiment 2 examines this possibility.

In a Watch-All condition, subjects watched another person perform all 24 actions used in the activity phase of Experiment 1. The impact of person categories on the degree of clustering by action class was assessed by comparing clustering by action class in the Watch-Watch condition of Experiment 1 to that in the Watch-All condition of Experiment 2. In addition, in a Do-All condition, subjects performed all actions. Clustering by action class was compared in the Do-Pretend condition of Experiment 1 and the Do-All condition of Experiment 2 in order to determine whether the presence of two types of self-generated items influences the use of action class to organize recall.

Method and Procedures

The materials and procedures were the same as those in Experiment 1, and, in fact, these two conditions were run in randomized replications with the conditions in Experiment 1 so that comparisons of recall and clustering could be made between the two studies. Subjects were from the same populations described in Experiment 1, with 12 per cell (N = 72).

Results and Discussion

Mean recall is shown in Table 4. A 3 (age) × 2 (condition) × 6 (action class) ANOVA was conducted. Recall varied with action class, F(5, 330) = 15.59, p < .001, but the data in Table 4 collapse across this variable because the effect was comparable to that reported for Experiment 1 (see Fig. 2). Recall varied with age, F(2, 66) = 42.78, p < .001. Scheffé's tests showed that there were no differences between the two younger groups; both recalled fewer actions than adults.

Recall was generally higher for subjects who performed actions (M = 13.88) than for those who watched another person perform actions (M = 11.92), F(1, 66) = 11.67, p < .001. Furthermore, for this between-subject comparison, the "generation effect" (Slamecka & Graf, 1978) increased with age, as shown in Table 4, F(2, 66) = 3.06, p < .05. Simple main effects showed that adults who performed actions recalled more than adults who did not, F(1, 66) = 10.95, p < .05, and that 9-year-olds who performed actions recalled more than 9-year-olds who did not, F(1, 99) = 4.01. This difference was not significant for 6-year-olds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>6 Years</th>
<th>9 Years</th>
<th>Adult</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do All</td>
<td>10.33</td>
<td>12.75</td>
<td>18.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watch All</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>14.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A 3 (age) × 2 (Do vs. Watch) × 6 (action class) ANOVA was performed on the recall data for subjects in the Do-Watch condition of Experiment 1; this provides a within-subject comparison similar to the between-subject comparison just reported. For this within-subject comparison, recall of actions performed (M = 6.18) was greater than recall of actions observed (M = 5.10), F(1, 33) = 11.06, MS = .32, p < .002. There was not an interaction between age and type of item as there was in Experiment 2. However, subsequent comparisons for each age group showed that 6-year-olds did not recall significantly more of the actions they performed than of those they saw another perform (Do-Watch), whereas the 9-year-olds and adults did. The general tendency for the generation effect to increase with age is consistent with that previously reported (Foley et al., 1983; see also Johnson, Perlmutter, & Trabasso, 1979, Experiment 1).

Recall order.—Clustering by action class is shown by the RR scores in the bottom half of Table 3. Clustering exceeded chance in all cases (all obtained 411 values exceeded the critical value of 2.22, and the lowest obtained t value was 6.25). Unlike Experiment 1, there were no significant differences in clustering by action class among the age groups or between the conditions.

Subjects in the Watch-Watch and Watch-All conditions of Experiments 1 and 2, respectively, were similar in that they observed others performing actions. A 2 (Experiment) × 3 (age) ANOVA was calculated to compare the tendency to cluster by action class in these two conditions. Clustering by action class was less in the Watch-Watch condition (M = .33) than in the Watch-All condition (M = .50), F(1, 66) = 14.22, MS = .26, p < .001, and this difference was greater the younger the subjects, F(2, 66) = 4.26 (see Table 4). Thus, the 6-year-olds in the Watch-Watch condition only used person categories for clustering. Either they were less likely to notice the action classes when person catego-
ries were available, or they may have had trouble using two categorical schemes at once. In either event, the results show that, when both types of categories are represented in the materials, person categories are more salient than action classes for the younger subjects.

The clustering by action class in the Do-Pretend and Do-All conditions of Experiments 1 and 2, respectively, were also compared. Here, the 2 (Experiment) × 3 (age) ANOVA showed no significant effects, indicating that cues based on two types of self-generations (Do and Pretend) did not significantly affect the tendency to use action class. This lack of competition from the categories Do and Pretend is another indication (along with lower discrimination scores) of the lack of salience of these categories.

**General Discussion**

We have compared children’s confusion about memories with that of adults, and our work indicates that how confused children are about the origin of memories depends on the nature of the discrimination called for. Children as young as 6 were at no disadvantage in discriminating between perceptual and self-generated memories (what subjects saw another do vs. what subjects did). The Reality Monitoring model proposes that differences in the representations of perceptual and self-generated memories (e.g., greater detail vs. more information about cognitive operations and motor programs, respectively) facilitate decisions about the origin of memories. Evidently, children, as well as adults, can draw on these differences in the memory representations of internal and external events to make decisions about the origin of memories. The fact that all groups ordered recall according to who did what in the Do-Watch condition and that the magnitude of clustering was the same for all age groups is independent support for the notion that self and other are well-differentiated classes of experience for young children. Furthermore, these categories appear to be especially salient for 6-year-olds because the children used them to cluster their recall to the exclusion of another potentially functional category (action class).

The present findings, in combination with earlier developmental work (Foley et al., 1983; Johnson, Raye, et al., 1979), show that young children distinguish between memories for perceptions and self-generations across a wide range of situations involving self-generated memories (speech, pictorial materials, and simple actions). That preschoolers can take into account the characteristics of the person with whom they are speaking (Flavell, Flavell, Green, & Wilcox, 1981; Schmidt & Paris, 1984) is further support for the idea that young children differentiate themselves from others (see also Bretherton & Beeghly, 1982; Johnson & Wellman, 1982).

Children as young as 6 were also as able as older subjects to separate memories based on two different perceptual sources (what two other people did). Within the Reality Monitoring framework, distinguishing between which of two people performed particular actions involves specific information—such cues as perceptual information associated with how each person looked and where they were located when they performed the actions. The fact that children performed as well as adults in the Watch-Watch condition further indicates (along with the children’s good performance in the Do-Watch condition) that children can draw on differences in qualities of memories to make attributions about origin.

However, children sometimes are more confused than adults are about the origin of memories. In Experiment 1, they had difficulty distinguishing what they did from what they imagined doing. Thus the findings reported previously (Foley et al., 1983) are not limited to speech but extend to a range of actions in general.

In the Do-Pretend condition (as in the Watch-Watch condition), distinguishing performed and imagined actions involves specific information, such as cues associated with different aspects of self-generated memories (e.g., their initiation, production, and consequences). Apparently, since discrimination was better in the Watch-Watch condition than in the Do-Pretend condition, specific perceptual cues associated with the actions of different people are available sooner than specific cues associated with self-generations.

Interesting questions are raised by these studies. In contrast to our previous findings with verbal materials, 9-year-olds as well as 6-year-olds were at a disadvantage relative to adults in discriminating performed and imagined actions. This could simply reflect fluctuations in samples from an age group in transition. On the other hand, the fact that 9-year-olds did not have any particular trouble separating acts from imaginations with verbal materials, while they did have trouble with the actions investigated here, may point
to something more interesting about changes in the nature of memories or of judgment processes with age that are specific to types of materials. For example, suppose that there is a general tendency, with age, for imagination to become more schematic. As suggested in the introduction, young children may subvocalize as they imagine words. Subvocalization presumably drops out, and people imagine themselves saying words via an abbreviated, or more abstractly represented, imaginal event. One interpretation of the performance of the 9-year-olds in the Say-Think condition in the Foley et al. (1983) studies is that 9-year-olds generate more abstract, "adult-like" schematic representations of words. In general, children may tend to imaginatively represent nonspeech actions schematically later than they do speech actions, perhaps because internal speech is highly practiced by the age of 9.

Another interesting question is whether the difficulty in the Do-Pretend condition indicates that children have trouble separating memories based on any type of self-generations (e.g., what I did vs. what I imagined; what I wrote vs. what I traced). If the degree of confusion varies with the type of self-generated acts being discriminated, then it should be possible to determine the particular aspects of memories children have trouble with (e.g., with imitation, execution, or consequences following self-generations). Finally, if children’s confusion is specifically related to memories for performed and imagined actions, it would also be important to determine if this is because both doing and imagining directly involve the self. If the involvement of the self is critical, then children ought to be less confused about memories for what they did and what they thought of someone else doing.
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